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PRIVACY AND SECI,'RITY POLICY CHOICES IN A NATIONAL INFORMATION

The United States is actively promoting a ccrcept nicknamed the National Infornration

Infrastructure (NII). While the NU does not yet have an overall design and many conc€ptual

details have yet to be resolved, it apptoximates what Singaporc indicates that it is implementing

except on a vastly larger scale. If one imagines that all the information and entertainment

services that exist throughout U.S. society and its institutions were to be coalesced into one

overall entity, the result would equate to what the Ntr is intended to be. Other countries,

including Australia, undoubtedly are also plarming sudt a "national-level in-fomration entity"; but

for expedience in this discussion, the acronym NII will be used because it is widely known and

generally understood both as a specific undertaking in the United States and as a categoric tercr

for similar actions elsewhere.

This paper will discuss the author's views about the probable arrhitecture of a particular

segmmt of the Ntr, and the policies for security and privary that are likely to be required. The

segmmt in questiqr is that which deals with computer-based services and data.

In the United States, the MI3 is anticipated to have other Pa*s, notably entertainmmt

This part is to include many video services such as blevision, on-tine shopping, probably audio,

lThis invited paper was presented at lhe Policy and Algorithms Cryptography Conference,

Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia;fly *5,1995. It is to be published in
the proceedings of the conference by Springer-Verlag.

2This paper addreases public policy issues whidr are far from being resolved. Following
its presmtation in fuly 1995, other events have occurred which are not induded in the discussion.
For example, the United States proposed a new cryptographic policy positioo nicknamed by
some as Clipper-tr or Son-of{lipper, whose details and implications have yet to Play out as of
the date on whidr this final manuscript was submitd fot publication.

lThe Ml-National Information Infrastructure---6s it is called in the United States is the
culmination of several ev€nts. Lr the beginning the A4ranet was created to intercormect the
computer systems of the r€s€arch community of the United States, notably the academic and
near-academic otganizations ttrat were deeply involved in computer science and lhe use of
computers for scientific and engitreering researctr. Its success led to the creation of the Computer
Scimce Net which was intended to serve the specialized academic corrmunity. Evmtualy the
two blended together and as connectivity among the communities grew internationally, the
whole enserrble came to be called lntemet Roughly concurently, the U.S. govemment also
supported a High Perforrrance Computing initiative whidr was intended !o link the co,rrputer-
intensive users of the country in particular the organizatiors engaged in innovative exploitation
of the largest avail,able corrputers; e.9., weather predictioru theoretical dremistry, nudear physics,
biogenetics.



video/movies on demand and possibly even telephony, This paper will exclude discussion of all

such delivery systems, in part because it is not of interest to the present conference and in part

because the industries involved in the respective parts have so far been disjoint and have

approadred many problems, including technical ones, quite differently. Moreover, their policy

needs will probably be somewhat differcnt, especially in the strort term.4 It is not necessary to

examine the NII in $€at depth in order to give a first order discussion of televant seeurity and

privacy aspects; and hence, related poliry issues. Indeed, the discussion need not address other

components of the infomration infrashucture for the present limited purpose.

The discussion also will include views about cryptography and its role in the data aspects

of the NII and views about privacy. Again, neither will be in depth but interded only to

introduce the issues and make an initial pass at structuring their policy content

TERMINOLOGY

Of direct interest to the present discussion are three ternrs: confidmtiality, security, and

privacy. Integrity is also of relevance as an adiunct to security considerations.s

CONFIDENIIALIIY (of data): the assertion about a body, or category, of data that
it is sensitive and must be protected.

"Protection" means not only safeguarding it against destruction or unauthorized change, but also

limiting access only to authorized consumera or users. "Authorized users" may be established by

law, by regulation, by professional custom, by organizational policy, simply by established

historical uses, by operational needs or by agr€ement among the menrbers of some organized

community; for example, insurance companies in the case of the Medical Insurance Bureau . 6

The election of a new administration by the United States in 1992 led to a call for
"reinventing govemmenf' which implied that federal agencies were to review and reconsider
how business had been conducted, and at the same time intensively embrace conterxrporary
computer and communication tedmology, especially as reflected in the lrternet adrievemmts.
There was a concomitant drive to "informatize" the federal governmmt, and the phrase National
Information Infrastructure came into existence as an advocacy focus. Along wrth it came such
new media phrases as "information superhighway."

4As of the date of this paper, various mergers between corporations have begun to occur
or are under discussion. In general, sudr mergens combine a carrier (e.g., television network, one
or more cable-TV companies) and a content source (e.g., book publishers, media organizations,
video/movie producers). Sudr actions will partially negate the staternent made here, namely that
the content indusky and the carrier industry arc disioint. AJso, there are regulatory decisions
that will open the Iocal telephone service market to competiHon with the result that there may be
corporate cocrbinations involving both the traditional telephore companies and cable operators.

sThis section is based on the author's pag*, A Bief Essay on tlv Teminology of Sedffity,
May 4 1995; it was circulated privately but has not been published.

6An organization that supports the lifc insurance industry by collecting data about poliry
holders and their health status.
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Sometimes a specified body of data is intended (e.g., the accounting records of a specified

corporation); but sometimes, especially in law, it is expedient to refercnc€ a general category (e.9.,

tax records). Occasionally the term is applied to other than data (e.g., confidential software), but

while it still connotes protectior! it suggests the notion of secrecy. Other terms sudr as

"pr.Jprietary" can also be used for data, software, processing evm physical location of facilities.

Protection is usually considered to be in the context of exdrange of data between two

communicants, but avoiding a third-party intrusion, In the case of information systelns, the "two

parties" in question generally imply a person requesting data from a systenr; the person is said to

be "authorized" to have the data. Irx a network context however, the scope must be extended to

include other systerrs, software, or software proccsses which are authorized to acc€ss data.

SECURITY (information system): [A] the protection of a computet system and/or
network together with its data and human resources against a prescribed threa!
plus assurance that infomration from it is delivered only to authorized recipients.
[Bl The totality of safeguards that give assurance (1) a defined system (2) operating
in a defined operational mvironment, (3) serving a defined set of users, (4)
containing prescribed data and operational ptograms, and (5) having defined
network connections will be satisfactorily protecd (6) against a defined threat and
(fl against defined risks.

The last is a very precise definition that is often framed more simply as:

SECURITY (information systerxr): the totality of safeguards that protect a system, its
r€soulr€s, and its data against a defined threat and defined risks, assure the
confidentiality and integrity of the data, and control access to the system and to its
assets.

In general, the protective saleguards include appropriate ones in hardware, software,

personnel control, obiect control, physical arrantem€nts, procedures, administration, and

management oversight Their collective intent is to give high assurance that the syst€m, and it6

resources and information are protected against hann, and that the information and resources are

properly accessed and used by authorized users.

It can also be defined in terms of data only and in particular, to its relevance to pdvacy:

SECURITY (data): the collection of safeguards that assure the confidentiality of
data, protect it, control accEss to ib and hmce, mforce the rules of privacy.

It can also be defined in terms of telecommunications:

SECURITY (communications): the set of protective safeguards that give assurance
against some prescribed thn:at that tralfic in transit through a comnunications
system will not be delivered to and/or readable by unauthorized or unintended
recipients.
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Tuming to privary.

PRIVACY (as a societal concept): the view that an individual (and by extension, a
group of individuals or an institution or all of society) must be able to determine to
what extent information about oneself is communieated to or used by other
individuals or organizations,7

The tern can also be defined in ter:ms of its implerrrentation

PRIVACY: the rules that govern how data about people (1) will be collected, (2)
will be allowed to be used and by whom, and (3) will be available for review and
correction by the data subiect

The authority establishing sudr rules can derive frour law, from regulatioq fmm

organizational policy, ftom tacit agreemmt between society and holders of personal data, or from

combinations of sudr things. The general intent of United States privacy law is to protect

individuals against harm, unwarranted intrusiorL or possibly serious damage.s If personal

information is used for a purpose other than for which initially collected, it is often said to be a

"secondary use."

Within govemment confidentiality usually is a matter of law----a legal concem----and law

always reflects implicidy or explicitly a policy statement by some level of govemment. In the

private sector, it can reflect law, sound business practices, or organizational policy.

Privary is a matter of poliey, law, regulation, ccmnon agreement, organizational ethics or

societal attitudes. It is an information-use issue.

Security is partly technical, partly procedural, and partly managemmt arrangemmts;

hence, it must be an issue of concem for any organization that collects, holds, and utilius data

about people.

INTEGRITY: the property that a given body of data, a system, an individual, a
network, a message in transit tfuough a network, computer equipment and/or
software, etc. or any collection of these entities meets an a priori expectation of
quality that is satisfactory and adequate in the circumstanct.

is a definition of the privacy principle, and is limited to the context of data about
people. It is the meaning of the word as it is used in sudr phrases as the Priv acy Act of 7974,
privacy law, Privacy Protection Study Commission. There are other dimensions of privacy whidr
are not of interest here; e.g., physical privacy or psydrologieal pnvacy, the general right "to be left
alone."

SEuropean privacy law often also protects legal persons such as corporations.
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The set of attributes that detennine "quality" in any eircumstance can be general in natEe

and implied by the context of the discussion; or specific and in temrs of some intended usage or

application.

Early 1955 definitions of the term were usually cast orly in terms of data. For example:

Data has integrity if it is free from surprise; i.e., it is what it is expected to be, it has
the quality erpected of it.

Such a fonnulation also conveyed the notion of an a priori expectation of quatity defined

in some way. Such duracterizaHms are limited in application and not broad enough for system-

level or policy-level considerations, but they will easily fit under the broad definition by attadring

an appropriate characterizatior of quality in eadr case.

Note that the definition as given here does not require absolute accuacy, ftreedom from

errots, or complete specification of the entity in question It ody requircs that whatever

something was thought to be before the fact is indeed what it proves to be after examination In

some limited contexts, integrity is taken to mean assurance against unauthorized dunge.

Since security safeguards control access, there is a clear interplay between the interests of

security and those of integrity. Sorre safeguards, possibly aII in some circumstances, will

contribute to both end goals. Technical individuals, attempting to formulate a strict tedmical

foundation for security poliry, inhoduced the teml "integrity policy" in the 190s; but the terrr

was not well defined, is currently in little use, and has not been well understood as to intenl

OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

As a basis for considering poliry aspects, ccrsider fust what the architecture of an

(inter)national network might be. The crly extant sudr nettrrork is the Internet whose general

structue is shown in Figure 1.
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At the core is a telecorrmunications arrangement built upon and from the various

telecommunications industries; e.g., telephone industry, satellite comrnunications industry,

independent commrmication carriers. Around the core and built upon it is a value-added layer

that provides packet-switctred connectivity. Finally at ttrc outer rim, subscriber systeErs are

attadred, although some may have direct connection to the core as a route into the paeket layer.

The latter communicate with one another via the packet+witched cormections that are actually

accomplished through the telecommrmications core. Any one may be a provider of services or

information to the overall ensemble or may be a consumer of services or information from others,

or in genetal will be both.

It is argued that the architecture of an NII data network will generally replicate that of the

Internet. There are several reasons to support sudr a position:

1. We know how to do it. Based on Intemet experience in both design and operation, we

know how to implement sudr an architecture;

2. Such an architecture is growable and expandable; and

3. Importantly, it can be built incresrentally by accretion.



POLICYCONCERNS

Such an Intemet-like approach distributes policy issues manageably, as will develop in

later discussion. In the context of this paper, the policy concems of interest are the related ones

of:

o Confidmtiality---ofsensitivedata;

o Privacy--of personal data; and

. Security<f all data.

Of thme three, the first two are predominantly a provider issue becau.se it will be they who

traffic in personal and other infomration; they who will have to protect such infomration; they

who will have to control its dissemination accotding to laws, regulations, social custom, industy

agreements, business practice and business considerations.

It is conceivable that privacy can become an issue for individual end-users depending

upon what use limitations might exist for such material in ttreir hands.

Security, of course, will be everybody's concem.

Telecommunications must at minimum protect its facilities and its operational

integrlty;

Valuable data, wherever it rrsides or whenever it is in transit, must be protecd,

which implies that access to it must be controlled; and

Security controls, as that phrase is known in the context of computer security and

netwofk security, will be a prerequisite to accommodating data sensitivity

obligations.

NII ARCHITECTT,JRE

Thus, a probable architecture for the data part of NII networks is suggested in Figure 2:

o There will be a telecommunications core with service providers as suggested;

o Surounding it will be a packet-switctring valueadded layer; and

. At the outer rim will be the subscribers.

|.]
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It is crucial to observe that, as with the Intemet, a subscriber to the Ntr can be a consumer

of services or data supplied by it, or a provider of services and data to it, or a subscriber can be

both.

In reality, the situation will probably not be as simplistic as sketched. For example,

telecommunication carders might offer packet s€rvices, packet routers might be collocated with

host subscribers, or dial-up ccmections might connect directly to the corc, or altematively, to one

of the subscriber systmrs.

NII w.INTERNET

As being discussed and implemmted in the United States, the MI is obviously a huge

effort. Corresponding efforts in ottrer countries will surcly be as complex. At the moment, we do

not know what the govemance of an MI will, or might have to, be; but the Internet model of a

cooperative consortium might not work It i6 not clear whether federal gover:rments will need to

be involved or if so, how and on what aspects.

As a caution, though, remember a principle first stated by the mathematician Richard

Hamming some 30 years ago.e Paraphrasing his words for the preser t purpose, he noted that:

When something changes by a factor of 10, do not expect a simple extrapolation of
the pas! there will be frmdamentally new effects.

. Hamming, "Impact of Computers," Amcriau Mathemotical Monthly,Yol.72, No.Z,
Part 2, February 1965,pp.7-7.
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As big as the Intemet is, the NII prorrises to be at least tenfold larger. Hence, we would

do \ /ell not to be simplistic and naively assume that the NII will equate to the Intemet, but just

bigger. We must be alert for the new aspects.

The NII in the United States is not yet a welldefined entity. In some ways, it is largely a

collection of hopes, expectations, good intentions and advocagr. However, there is strong

impetus to make it go and there is a govem.rrent effort to examine rclated policy issues.

Nonetheless, policy issues relating to security and privacy have not, as of this writing, been

completely thought through or tesolved.

NETWORK SECURITY

There is a lot of security technolory presently available, both technical safeguards and

procedural/administrative ones. There are software and hardware security features; ther€ are

locks, fite protecHons, security procedunes, management oversight mechanisms. It is also true,

rcgrettably, that system security is not being attended as thoroughly as it strould be;

organizations seemingly have not taken the mattcr seriously. System and network s€curity as

operational goals have not diffusecl through the inlomration infrastructure of today.

There is one place for whidr some teclmology development is required; namely, in the

notrrrork context, especially network with a capital "N" as would be implied by the Irtemet with

all of its worldwide links.

Since arbitrary connectivity amcrg systems, among subrribers, among purveyors and

consumers is the way of the future, means are needed for intersystem identification. Intersystem

data flow controls must be innovated; the operational integrity of the whole ensemble must be

addressed. In spite of such gaps in security tectrnology, at the moment the dominant and

controlling aspect is the lack of policy guidance.

Thus, with ample technology available at least for a starter, the security matt€r becomes

one of motivation and policy. Hence, the emphasis in this discussion is on the policy dimmsion

of security.

SECURITYPOLICY

The first order of business would se€m to b€ a statement of an overall security Policy

architecture.

We would expect it to do many things (Figure 3):

a. offset the threat;

b. assure controlled and proper distribution and dissemination of data;

c. assure dependable operation of the ensembh;
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d. protect a paymmts mechanism for use of intellectual property; and

e, support, possibly help to implemmt, social policies.

This list is by no means complete; a complete topJevel security policy statement would

undoubtedly be much longer.

|ust as it has been suggested that the data segnent of the MI will replicate the general

architectural imate of the Intemet, so it is also argued that the responsibility for daily operation

and overall govemance of thc Ntr will replicate the distributed nature of sudr obligatioms in the

Intemet.

There are many reasons for such a position. Doing so will:

a. facilitate our getting to the md goal;

b. help accommodate, even take advantage of, present institutions, their mechanisms, and

societal behaviors and attitudes;

c. facilitate drafting of whatever law and/or regulations prove to be necessary; and

d. facilitate intemational discussions which will be essential.

RALL SECUR]TY POLICY ARCHITECTUBE

Protect agalnst thrcats

mechanism

Flgur€ 3

a
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Distributing rcsponsibility can cut the pie into slices that we have a dunce of dealing with

individually, instead of aII at once.

If responsibility is going to be distributed, there will need to be boundaries between parts

of the overall Ntr, so to spealg the dividing lines between the slices of pie. The importance of this

view is that such boundaries are convenient places at whidr to:

a. assign legal and operational obligations;

b. assign oversight responsibilities;

c. structure the interface policies;

d. establish tedrnical standards for connection.

Telephone Service

The point can be illustrated with a useful simile, the traditional residential telephone

service as it has evolved in the United States. At one time, the service boundary stoppcd at the

handset; the operating telephone organizations were responsible for everything. Then, trigger€d

by the well-known Carterphone court decision, it changed. The consumer could connect

anything he wistred, subject to certain rulcs; henceforttu the servic€ would stop at the plug on the

wall.

Subsequently it was dranged again, and now service stops at the end of the service drop to

ttre building. The subscriber can do whatever he pleases inside the residence-again subiect to

mles. Whatever he does, it is his responsibility to maintain it, repair it, uP$ade it, or modify it.

Thus, in today's telephony world in the United States, the telephone companies and their

subscribers have well-defined and well-understood obligations and responsibilities on the

respective sides of the system boundary. The tariff structures r€flect and support such a division.

NII BOUNDARIES

With respect to the MI, one obvious place to put a boundary is at the edge of the

telccommunications core. If we do so, what are some of the security policy considerations likely

to be for telecommunications?

The arswer would semr to be quite straightforward. They will generally be the ones that

are well understood by the telecommunications industry today. Among them will be an

obligation to:

a. protect physical facilities and persormel;

b. assure continuity of service;

c. protect against crackers and phreakers;
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d. protect the privacy aspect of customer records; and

e. provide en route protection against illicit sayesdrcpping.

The technical solution to the last is of coume encryption, perhaps or y on the main

communication links, hut perhaps also end-to-md from the calling; subscriber to the called

subscriber.

Telecommunications Security va. Law Enforcem€nt Intercste

It is well known that the security considerations of an NII, or for that matter any

inforrration network, are in a head-on collision with law enforcement interests. Law

enforcement, when authorized by a court to do so, wants to be able to intercept telephony and

data traffic when investigating tefforist, drug; organized crime, or other criminal activity.

Encryption, if implemmted by traditional tectnology, is squarely in opposition to sudr goals.

A SECOND BOUNDARY AND ITS SECIruTY CONCERNS

Another botmdary could be established at the point of cormection to the packetized layer.

It would be in the spirit of the way telephone service is now structured and deliveted. What

might be some of the security policy issues for subscriber s;rstems and networks?

In generaf it will be what today is called comptrter or network security, topics understood

in some places by some people but by no means universally understood or implemented.

There will be a fuw new wrinkles, For example, sorre security aspects will straddle a

boundary and thus be the ioint responsibility of different players in the overall Ntr. For example,

packet routers often reside on the premises of subscriber systems. Thus the security of the

packet-switching function will depend in part on the secuity of the subscriber installation,

especially its physical, personnef and procedural safeguards; and, in tum, impact the security

and integrity of the entire cormectivity function.

SOCIAL POLICY

The United States govemment and various social rights organizations are insisting that the

NII honor a ntrmber of social policies. Amurg them are:

a. equal access for all;

b. nondlscriminatory access;

c. pmper treatment of intellectual propertp including payment for its use.

Hence security controls, notably those which protect inforrration and control its dissertination,

will be obligated to support and impleErent sudr positions. Social decisions will requite
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corresponding security policy that leads to the installation of proper technical safeguards,

procedures, managernent oversight, etc.

SOVEREIGN VI,]LNERABILITY

Govemments have s€emingly not yet thought about the real impact of stitching together

all the infomration assets of a country. When they do, national interests may dictate safeguards

for the protection of critical parts of the national information hftastructure. For example, a

government might mandate prot€:ction of all in-govemment or govemment-rclated sensitive

information.

While such interventions would be a proper obligation of a govemment acting in behalf of

the common good, sudr policy positions will imply both security policy and safeguard

consequences.

CRYTTOGRAPHY

With a conceptual foundation now in place, consider two specific issues, eadr of which

will be diffurent for the MI; namely, cryptography and privacy.

Basically, cryptography will support and/or provide sudr security services as might be

required by the threat, by law or regulation, by operational integrity, or by legal obligations

levied on business conducted through the MI.

A shopping list of cryptogaphically rclated security services that might be required in and

for an NII is strown in Figure 4a/b. They are divided into three groups,

Comeec Servicee

The first arc the classical comsec services; namely, to protect against eavesdropping ort

telecommunication links only or altematively end-to-end and to protect against traffic

analysrs-with whom any one subscriber is communicating and on what schedule.r 0

Data Protection Senriceg

The second set is protection of data and/or software, a safeguard frequently talked about

Its principle intent is clear. It functions as a superior form of access conhol, and limits actess to

protected material to only those indivicluals, software processes, or other systems that are

loEnd+G,end implies that mcryption ptotection begins with the traffic originator and
(ideally) at the workstation or terminal in use, and is uninterrupted tfuough and including the
corresponding place for the recipimt "Traffic analysis" is an attemPt to elicit useful infomration
by examining the origin, destination, schedule, length, frequency, etc. of transrrissions but
without having access to the substantive content of them.
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authorized access and have the necessary cryptogmphic keys. Hence, it can protect against

intrusion for both data and software. For example, it could protect against unauthorized changes

by aberrant software that mi.sbehaves and accesses the wrong data.

g{d[:mZT{:I'7fdS

Comsec

,

ln effect, hlgh-level acceas

Flgur€ 4,a

Integrlty locks

Access contrcl wlthln subccrlber
Functbnrllty

Flgur€ 4b
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Bueineae RelaH Serviceg

The third set and rest of the services are of a different nature. They provide features of

various kinds that arc important in the conduct of business affairs, and they also bolster the

overall security of the system. Collectively, they might be thought of as security fimctionality;

their roles are as follows:

a. Key distribution provides a trusted mechanism for moving encryption keys from place

to place.

b. Nonrepudiation protects against impersonation of individuals, systems, software or

business processes.

c. Digital signaturcs protect against forgerv, usually for an individual but in principle for

other things as well; e.g., a system, a process, a host.

d. htegdty locks protect against unknown accidental or unauthorized modifications of

data or prograsB while in storage or in transiq

e. Authentication protects against spoofing or accidental events that might comproarise

the integrity of processes, of data, or of the system.

f. Secure control protects operational integrity. An interloper can not be allowed to seize

an information system and manipulate it to his desire by capturint its conkol

medranism; for example, downloading bogus software throughout the system.

g. Selective diseemination restricrs a r€quester to getting only what is he/she/it is

authorized to receive. It is pfuased in that unusual way because a "requestet" must

he thought of as an hdividual some other system, a softwar€ Process, or

combinations of them.

h. The digital notary featue provides trusd time.stamping and archiving of tlre action,

Cryptography is essential to implernmt some parts of this funcHonality; it is one way to

implement others.

Should it become important in some application to assure that certain software processes

interact only with defined data sets, or to assure that certain processes interact only with one

another, or to assurc that operational personnel have access to only certain actions from the

console, an intemal digital signature approadr would be one way to meet such a requiremerit'

THIRD PARTY KEY ACCESS

For this topic, there is a terminolo{ry issue to first be addrcssed; it is captured in the

question: "What is mcrow?"
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The term "escrow," in the context of cryptography, was introduced by the sccalled Clipper

Initiative in the United States, April 193. IGy escrow is a technical approach whereby a special

and usually pennanent key (often called fte drip key) associated with a hardwars'based

encryption process has been split into two or more components which are deposited in a secure

manner with two or more highly secu-re escrow agents. With proper court authorization, Iaw

enJorcement authorities can retrieve such componmb from the escrow agenq combine thern to

recreate the drip key which functions as a master key to allow recovery of the session keyl r

currently in use; and hence allows decryption of whatever digital traffic has been protected by the

encryption proc€ss. The intent of escrowed keys wa"s to assure that encryption would not thwart

authorized actions by law enforcement to conduct wiretaps.l2

As initially used, escrow implies [1] a drip key or master key used only for law

enforcernmt access, [2] splifting of the master key into parts held by [3] extraorganization trusted

third parties, [4] automatic inclusion of the master key in the message header with every use of

the mcryption but [5] protected with yet another secret key embedded in the encryption chip

whidr is itself [6] protected against reverse engineering or extemal access to its details. The

concept was oriented to communications intercept and hence, [[ a "law mforcement access field"

(LEAF) would be a required part of every transmission. The LEAF contains chip identity whidr

in tum allows law enforcement to solicit compdrents of the master key from escrow agents.

Subsequently the concept of mimicking the hardware.based Clipper approach in software

arose, and it has come to be called "commercial key escrow." Some of the details ale the same as

Clipper; in particular, something is to be held by trusted third parties which, in some proposals,

are called Data Recovery Centers. Variatims inevitably arose. Some proposals plan to replicate

Clipper by depositing split master keys with trusted third parties; law enforcement with proper

authorization can acquire the parts of the master key, deduce tln actual key used for a given

transmission (i.e., the session key) and so decrypt the traffic. OtlEr proposals depart frorr

Clipper and plan to stor€ split actual session keys with the trusted agents.

Inevitably, the concept was extended further to include the possibility that corPorations

could retain the keys intemally in a specialy husted part of the organization. Legal entities, sudt

"Session" is used in the usual computer-otiented smse; namely, a time period during
which a user is connected to and using a computer, or a time period in which two cofirPuter
systems are interacting. A session key is a cryptographic key whidt typically prevails for the
duration of the session only; colllmonly the session key changes each time although sonretimes it
might hanscend several sessions and be operative for a specified period of calendar/clock time.
In the latter case, the speeified time interval is usually called the "crypto period."

12In the United Statm sudr wiretaps are authorized by a law called the Wiretap Act of
1958. The procedures for getting a court authorization to conduct a witetap and the procedures
stipulating how it must be conducted are also set forth by the law in detail.
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as corporations, would be subject to law enforcmrent court order or subpoenas to provide the

keys under authorized circumstances. As to be expecte4 sudr intraorganizational protective

retention of keys came also to be called escrow, sometimes self-escrow. Howevet, the departurc

from Clipper was even more extensive because there might not be need for splitting such keys,

there probably would be no need for a second-tier master key approach, and therc might not

need to be a "law enforcerxrmt acc€ss freld" in extemally tran$dtted messag€s.

At the prcsent writing, the terminology is not clearly established; but in this discussion, the

term escrow will be confined to situations in whidr some key, split or not, master or session, will
be stored with extraorganizational trusted parties. For the intraorganizational situation, the tenrr

"key backup" might be used in the image of conventional backups of databases and files; but the

term "archive" or "key arctrive" has been drosen instead, hopefully to avoid confirsicr.

Tuming now to the cryptographically based security functional features, there is an

impo*ant observation to be made because sofire govem.ments could conceivably try to insist on

some form of key escrow in connection with them. Namely:

For sudr fuatures, there must be no third party access to keys or to the processes
which are involved,

To put it more strongly, the concept of govemment escrowed key eryptography is inappropriate,

and evm a privately escrowed key approadr involving trusted third parties is questionable for

thes€ features. Yet, at the same time, organizations will need protection against loot or misused

key".

What is this point all about? Features sudr as nontepudiation, digital signatures, integrity

locks and the digital notary in reality implement and support longptanding leSal precePts that are

eGsential to the conduct of electronic commerce. The legal validity of any of them must never

come into question. From a legal point of view:

without unforgeable digital signatures, the concept of a binding contract is seriously

weakened;

without trusted digitally notarized documents, questions of time precedmce might

not be legally resolvable;

without unbreakable integrity locks, the notion of eertified copies of digital

documents is ernpty; and

without strong authentication and unquestionable nonrepudiation, the analog of

r€gister€d delivery in postal systems is open to suspicion.

.'

r]

From an overall system security point of view:
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without digital signatures, there cannot be high assurance that two individuals, two

processes, or two systems are comrmunicating with mutually known identified

parties;

without unbreakable integrity locks, the quality of data cannot b€ guaranteed with

high assurance; and

without strong authentication and unquestionable nonrepudiatiorl the identity of the

many entities that must co(rmunicate with one another in an Ntr environment

cannot be verified with high cctfidence.

n

o

If one perrrits extraorganizational escrowing of keys for the cryptographically based

business-related security services, or if thete is any other third party access to such keys:

There can be a de facto subversion of the intended safeguards that could bring the
validity of the associated legal protection into question and/or weaken essential
security safeguards in the system.

From the organization s point of view, the protection it expects against the consequences of

breaking certain laws or assuring legal conduct of business will have been compromised and

potentially weakened. At minimum, there would be a questioning of the ralidity-integrity----of

the protective safeguards, and there might be grounds for legal dnllenge,

Key Archival

On the other han4 an organization does need to protect itseu against lost keys, especially

since some documents, and therefore digital signatutes, will have lifetimes of decades. In

principle, a sigratur€ on an electronic document may need to be verified, or the signer idmtified

50, 60, 70, or even 100 years after the event.

Well-managed organizations know how to implement backup procedures fot data files

and software. One could argue that 'backing up of eneryption keys" is similar in nature, but

mu.st be done with mudr more rigid control and temporal assurance. Hence, "key ardrival" better

comotes the process required.

Offtran4 it would seem that any arddval protection or supplemental access scheme for the

cryptographic keys involved with business-r€lated security servic€s must come under the

purview and control of the organization deriving or expecting the concomitant legal and

operational protections. On the other hand, one could also argue that an organization can exhibit

rogue behavior, or people within it cormit criminal acts. Sudt a possibility suggests the best

legal posture might be to preserve the keys in some form of extemal storage, Possibly ultrasecur€
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escrow. But again, there is always the vulnerability associated with major damage or

catastrophic destruction of a commercial escrow facility. Indeed, destruction or heavy damage to

a publie key certificate organization is sometirnes identified as a central point of vulnerability for

such systems.

There might be enterprise-unique reasons for external escrow; for example, required by a

public auditing fimr as a preferred business practice, required by law, seen as providing a

"reasonable man behavior" in legal proceedings. On balance, it is not at all clear whether the

preferred choice will be escrow or ardrivat but it is dear that it will be a business decision.

There is a corollary statement of this point, namely, that for some markets and some uses

of cryptog?aphy, there is no compelling argument for promoting or forcing gol'ernment escrow

key cryptography on the private sector. While so.called "commercial key escrow" which is

software based and uses private fee-for-service third party escrow organizations is certainly

applicable for the keys protecting data files and software, it may or may not be relevant to other

encryption-based funetionality. There are seriow legal questions involved with sorne uses of

cryptography in commercial systems.

Rogue Encryption

A related point is that of rogue encryption, the circumstance in which (say) an employee

trses either nonstandard encryption or a nonauthorized key to (say) hold organizational data

ho6tage. In general, an archival or escrow scheme cannot offset such a risk.

On the contrary, it is a management obligation to guarantee with appropriate tedmical

and procedural controls that only valid softwarc is functional on the organization's madrines,

that ther€ is protection against the introduction of rogue softwarc into the system, and that there

is assurance that unauthorized encryption keys cannot be selected arbitrarily. Moreover, there

are tedrnical options that management can implement to offtet the rogue threat For example, the

system can be designed to maintain shadow datafiles that are in lockstep with the operational

files, but thoroughly isolated from normal workstation access and accessible only by special

multiparty actions. If there was extrernely high certainty that software Processes could not be

circumvmted, it might be feasible to incorporate some forEr of assured automatic second-tier

master-keying for any encryption or key that had not been provided by the hardware,/software

system itselJ.

PRIVACY

The other issue which will have different considerations in an NII context is Privacy,

Remember that in the pr€s€nt context privacy is the issue of who may be allowed to use personal
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information and for what pulpose(s). As we argued before, privacy is a purveyor and possibly a

consumer issue because it is they who will haffic in personal infomration and use it.

Since it is an infomution-use issue, security mechanisms for controlling access to and

dissemination of data will be paramount. Therefore, appropriate computer and network security

is a necessary prerequisite to the assurance of privacy, but the question of "who can do what"

with personal infomration is a policy issue. It might be framed for an organizatiory for a

govemment, for a ccsortium of organizations, for a group of countries, as a de facto policy

derived from socially accepted custom, or derived from intemationally accepted agr€ements.

Getting sudr poliry statements into place will be tedious and difficult. It is hard enough to

do within one country but much harder intemationally because of different cultural aftitudes,

differcnt ethnic cr.Lstorrs, different social views, evm different national needs for the use of sudr

information.

So far, the United States has chosen to addrcss the pdvacy issue piecemeal. rJ The country

does not have a broad umbrella law nor is there a single federal authority responsible for the

issue, no analog of the federal-level data commissioner prevalent in rrany European countries.

Unless there is a sharp tum onto a different directio+ about all the United States can do is

consider privacy concems by infornration category and incorporate appropriate privacy

restrictions into laws as they come along. Sudr a posture is not satisfactory in some ways, but the

climabe for strong umbrella privary law in the United States continues to be turfavorable.

An obviotrs and immediate example is the privacy of medical records. Presumably, all law

that restructurcs the health care delivery system will also incorporate proper confidmtiality and

privacy safeguards. But therc arE other Eying examples, sudr as the aggregation of publie rccords

into extensive p€rsonal dossiers or the commingling of public records data with private

databases. 1 4

best known United States law is the Priv ac"t Act of 1974. Others also deal with
privacy but less obviously. Among thern are: the Fair Credit Reporting Act, Fair Credit Billing
Ac! Equal Opportunity Ctedit Act, Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.

l4Public records data is that infomration collected by govemments in the United States
that has been deemed to be the property of the citizenry, and hence firely accessible to them; e.g.,
birth records, court records, criminal history records, property ownerstrip records. When sudr
things were kept manually on paper, there was litde risk of cross-correlation. Most public record
systems are now computerized and there is some exchange of data among them but extensive
correlation by commercial information puweyors with the result that in combination with other
databases (e.9., census data, auto ownership data, ptoperty tax records, credit rePorting data,
sometimes medical records) an extensive dossier can be created about individuals. At the
mommt, only the original laws identifying sudr records as public exis[ thete are no limitations
on use except in a few cases; e.g., autonrobile and driver license records are disserrination-
controlled because there have been instances of malicious use.
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A New Privacy Principle

There is a new dimension of privacy that needs attentio& one brought on largely by

networking of systems. In such circumstances, the expectation is that there will be much

trafficking and straring of data among subscribers to the network----an NII.

The goveming philosophy in United States privacy law has been the longstandhg Code of

Fair Inforrnation Practices.ls It stipulates (among other things) that the collection of data shall be

minimized for the pulpose intended. Moteover, the process of collection has always implied

"getting the data from the hdividual." Because of this point of view there has been, in effect, an

unstated assumption that the total content of the record is pertinent to the purpose for which the

data was collected, Hence, a request for access to data about an individual has been, and often

still is, commonly serviced by divulging the complete record.

Such a view dates to the early 190s whm the Fair Code was formulated, an era of

mainframe computer systems oftm running in the old-fashioned batch mode. Moreover, such

systems generally replicated the processes and data structures of the manual record-keeping

systems which they replaced. This particular aspect of privacy has never been reconsidered and

adapted to a tedrnolory base which has become one of workstations, s€rvers, and extensive

networks.

The combining and sharing of databases by federal agencies, together with older

hardware/software systems that cannot do fine.gained dissemination control, have together

gradually r,r,eakened the principle of "collect only what is required for the intmded purpo6e."

The intercormection of systems and databases has diluted the concept of "collect the data from the

individual."

Thus, collection has increasingly included acquisition ot tarsfer of data from other

systems and/or databas€s. Lr fact, "collection" has come to have a secondary connotation which

often reflects sources that are morc desirable than the individua| e.g., other data bases or data

systems ttnt include additional inforrration, that have been verified for accuracy, and can yield

information in a more timely fashion.

Code was first described in the report of a federal study committee established in
1970 to examine the consequences of widespread use oI personal data held by United States
federal agmcies. SEE: "Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizms," Report of the Sectetary's
Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems, U.S. Depart nmt of Health,
Educatiory and Welfare,luly 1973. DHEW Publication (O6)e94. Cmtains a good bibliography.

The Code was subsequently incorporated into the Privacy Act of 1974, the law whidr is
commonly thought of as "the privacy legislation" of the United States. This act created the
Privacy Protection Study Comnrission which examined record-keeping practices of the private
sector over a period of 30 months. SEE: "Personal Privacy in an Information Society," the Report
of the Privacy Protection Study Commissiur,lriy 1977. There are also five appendices on
specialized topics, including a discussion of how the 1974 Privacy Act had been working.
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The Fair Code of Infomration Practices, particularly in regard to divulgenee of the record

and data collection, needs to be extended to match the contemporary data-eharing environment

and the network context It would seem that access to and divulgence of the record should now

provide in addition to its original scope:

That the minimum data for the purpose intended shdl be provided to either
standing or on-demand requests, and that this be the policy whether the requester
be an individual a system, or a software.based process.

To put it another way: just because a requester asks for data about individual X, it does

not follow that the entire record on X should be provided. On the contrary the requester strould

get only what is necessary for the intended purpose that stimulated the request, and this principle

should pertain whether the request is directly to an individual or to another database/system. To

remind the reader, a "requester" might be an individuaf a system, a process in the same or

diffurent system. There is an even more subde aspecg namely, a process might be operating in

behalf of an individual (e.g., an on-tine inquiry) or it might be operating in behalf of another

process or in behalf of another system (e.g., a scheduled automatic update of one database by

another, an inquiry from a r€mote system for data actess in behalf of an on-line inq"iry).

The following example will indicate what can be ahead in a commercialized envitonment

of the NII. With regard to the on-decrand eleckonic delivery of video services, a service

anticipated to be a promin€nt fuaturc of the entertainment scgrnmt of the NII:

The purveyors of the video content-typically entertainment producers---*reed only

know how many consumers have looked at each product. They need no personal

identifying consuner infornration although tlrcy might legitimately have

demographics for market analysis.

On the other hand, the operators of the system---{able or telephone company or

satellite-need only know the price of each item, how long or how often it was

played, perhaps when it started, and billing idmtification. They certainly have no

need for knowing the content consumption of each consumer, but they might

legitimately have access to aggregaM usage data to assist in prognmming decisions.

In this example, the social privacy policy would acknowledge the difference between content and

carriage. The corresponding security poliry and technical design problem would be to provide

systems with selective dissemination controls coupled to databases $,ith fine'gmin structure.
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SUMMARY

For national in-formation structur€s-the "MI" of a country-that are being or will be built,

the country will need an overall s€curity policy ardritecture that:

a. honors the social policies expected from or levied on the NII;

b. protects against vulnerabilities of the Ntr;

c. guards against perceived threats to the NII;

d. supports privacy obligations wherwer they exisg

e, assures continuity of Ntr operation and reliability of its performance;

f. enforces dissemination control;

g. mforces a payments medranism for use of intellectual property; and

h enforces access control to Ntr system assets, data, and other services.

There are probably several additions that will emerge as discussion of these toplevel policy

issues continue.

Such a security policy architecture cannot ignor€ pr€sent societal or institutional

mechanisms and establistred protections----ones already in law and regulation, and already in

place and operational

Quite the opposite, to avoid having to "start all over at square zero," the policy would do

well to capitalize on the formdation of established mechanisms, institutions, and protections to

facilitate the emergence of national-level inforrration infrastructures.

For similar reasons, a country would do well to implement its Ntr secudty policy through

variou-s existing medranisms, organizations, and industrial or seietal groups-again to avoid

"having to reinvent the wheel."

If an Ntr becomes what present discussions portend then every country will sooner or

later realize the necessity to protect its sovereign and national intercsts. This must obviously be

done at the govemment level and would b€ a proper intervention.

Such national considerations are ones that could lead to such things as:

a. mandatory cryptographic protection of specified traffic;

b. mandatory redundancy in critical parb of infrastructurc;

c- comrnonly agreed-on statement of threat to guide tlle security consideraHons of all

subccribers to the Ntr; and

d. perhaps, even legal controls on some things such as access restrictions for minors.
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Sudr actions by sovereign powers would certainly impact both the intemal security policy of any

one country as well as intemational social and security policy.

The people who have brought the Intemet to its pr€sent level of maturity may find the

future to be quite unlike the past.

EPILOGUE

The vision of a National Information Infrastructure (NII) intemal to the many countries of

the world and a Global Infomration lnfrastructure (Gtr) among them is one of the future. Some of

the policy aspects raised in this paper are not yet of high or any importance because the

corresponding issues have yet to arise. Sqre of the security safeguards based on cryptography

are not yet significant because the corresponding threats, risks, or operational requirements have

not appeared; but on the other hand, mudr of the security issue is already Pertinent to Prcsent

levels of networkcd environmmts.

While the picture portrayed in this paper is incomplete and hazy in places, so are the

details of NIIs and so are thooe of an intematiqral GII. At the topmost fuderal levels of countries,

the security and privacy policy issues have yet to be addressed thoroughly. Both will need

careful attention.




